Wednesday Minute "Have You Tied GOD'S Hands?", April 15, 2020
"JESUS replied, “What is impossible with man is possible with GOD.”
Luke 18:27 NIV
Read: Luke 18:18-30

"You pray over and over asking GOD to help you with a hundred different things
in your life. You even expect HIM to do as you ask and to give you all you ask
for. Your request are selfish at times and are not necessarily what GOD wants for
you. All the while you wait in disappointment. GOD is prepared, but are you so
self dependent and absorbed in yourself that you have tied GOD'S hands?
I am reminded of a devotional I wrote years ago. Above the counter in a auto
mechanic's shop hung a sign that read: "The difficult we do immediately. The
impossible will take a little longer." In truth, alone we are not capable of doing
the impossible. The impossible is exactly that...impossible for us. But, nothing is
impossible for GOD. Stop limiting GOD. Trust HIM to do the impossible things
you cannot do.
You have the HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD alive inside you to intercede for you and to
guide you through this sin filled world. Have you forgotten to call upon the LORD
who is alive in you since you accepted JESUS as your LORD AND SAVIOUR?
Has your skin become like a thick shell that hides the radiance of GOD that
should be beaming from you? Let HIS light shine from you.
If you really want GOD to hear you, to answer your prayers, to comfort you and
do the impossible in your life..untie HIS hands. GOD is not the reason HE is not
more active in your life. You, alone, are the reason...the only reason. GOD is not
more active in your life only because you have tied up HIS hands.
You can change that. Allow GOD to do the impossible in your life. Then you can
do the difficult immediately and you can do the impossible with HIS help. Untie
GOD!"
Today, we celebrate the resurrection of our SAVIOUR. As you live your life, are
you living it as JESUS would have you? Or, are you saying; "If only I had

known."? Are you hiding this truth from others? Tell them about your RISEN
SAVIOUR today so they can no longer say "If only I had known.".

Today's Prayer:
"Thank YOU, LORD, for making both the difficult and the impossible happen in
my life. I have failed so many times without depending on YOU. I want to stop
failing and will trust only YOU to help me in all my desires and actions. I will do
all as YOU will. Amen."
Feel HIS Blessings!
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